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Abstract: Mixed cropping in short rotation coppice can be an alternative to monocultures. To design
optimized mixtures, field trials are needed. Poplar, as an economically important and fast-growing
species, and black locust, as a nitrogen-fixing species, are promising candidates for such studies.
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was used to monitor effects of mixed and pure cultivations on the
gene expression of poplar along with growth measurements during 2017 and 2018. Both biomass
production and leaf transcriptomes revealed a strong competition pressure of black locust and the
abiotic environment on poplar trees. Gene expression differed between the two study sites and pure
and mixed stands. Shading effects from black locust caused the downregulation of photosynthesis
and upregulation of shade avoidance genes in mixed stands in 2017. As a result of higher light
availability after cutting black locust, plant organ development genes were upregulated in mixed
stands in 2018. Drought conditions during the summer of 2018 and competition for water between
the two species caused the upregulation of drought stress response genes in mixed stands and
at the unfavorable growing site. Further investigations are required to discover the mechanisms
of interspecific competition and to develop stand designs, which could increase the success and
productivity of mixed plantations.

Keywords: mixed stands; monoculture; poplar; black locust; differentially expressed genes; RNA-seq;
stem volume

1. Introduction

Modern forestry is challenged to meet different and growing demands of society. On
the one hand, it has to be highly productive and efficient, and on the other hand, it should
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take care to protect environment and biodiversity. In the 20th century, monocultures were
dominating in plantation forestry, but increasing evidence for negative effects of mono-
cultures on soil conditions, water balance, species diversity and facilitation of spreading
of biotic (pests, diseases) and abiotic disturbances (storms, fire) [1–5] call for alternative
forestry systems to be developed and implemented. Mixed plantations could offer such an
alternative (see [6,7] for review).

Mixing different species and growing them together to achieve a positive effect in
productivity has been practiced by humans for centuries on a small scale. Now, these
practices need to be tested before implementing them into industrial forestry. Many studies
were conducted to identify conditions for high productivity of mixed stands. This includes
testing species mixtures, planting schemes, interspecific competition effects, soil, climate,
etc. [8–15]. There is also evidence that mixed stands can produce wood with comparable or
even higher quality compared to pure stands [16–19]. One of the mixed planting strategies
to be tested is the co-cultivation of a fast growing tree species together with a nitrogen-
fixing one [20]. Nitrogen is one of the most important elements for plant growth and
development. If one species is able to naturally enrich the soil with this element, it would
allow a reduction in the application of fertilizers and enrich poor soils and make them more
usable. Observed effects on stand productivity of such mixtures varied broadly in different
studies from 50% less to three times higher productivity than in pure stands [8,9,20–24].
Here, we tested how combinations of poplar genotypes (mostly poplar hybrids) growing
together with black locust (a nitrogen-fixing species) in mixed forest experimental stands
influenced gene expression.

Mixed stands of poplar and black locust have already been tested in several recent
studies [22,24–31]. Black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa Torr. and A.Gray ex Hook.) and
its hybrids are among the most often used and well-studied tree species in monoculture
propagation. Fast growth, adaptation potential to different environments and multiple
industrial applications (paper, energy and biofuels industry) make it an important species
for agroforestry and genetic studies. Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) is a nitrogen-
fixing tree species, which has also been tested in mixtures in recent decades. This species
has a good tolerance to drought and poor soil conditions, and its crown shape and root
system are complementary to poplar [32,33]. At the same time, black locust is quite an
aggressive competitor and can quickly occupy available territories, a trait which should be
taken into account where the invasiveness of this species may cause problems [34,35].

Current RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) methods offer a powerful method to study the
transcriptome and detect any changes in gene expression levels quickly and reliably. Se-
quencing of the P. trichocarpa genome in 2006 [36] created good opportunities for genetic
studies of tree species using a tree model organism [37,38]. Since then, many studies have
been conducted to learn about response mechanisms and functions of genes involved in
different abiotic and biotic stresses in trees [39–49]. Most of these studies were performed
under controlled greenhouse conditions to assure equal treatment of plants and repro-
ducibility of results. Transcriptome studies in field conditions are more challenging but
necessary to reveal and confirm complex gene responses to different environmental factors.
They were carried out with different agricultural plants (see [50] for review). With the
development of sequencing technologies, more transcriptome studies were also performed
for trees [42,49,51–56].

In the present study, the results of transcriptome analyses and growth measurements
performed over two years in pure poplar stands and mixed stands with black locust are
reported. Experimental plots were established at two different sites to observe the influence
of abiotic conditions on tree growth and development. The following hypotheses were
tested: (1) environmental conditions have a strong influence on the growth performance
of poplar and black locust in mixed and pure stands; (2) differences in gene expression
levels between pure and mixed stands reflect the impact of environment and mixed propa-
gation; (3) consistent patterns of gene expression can be observed across the years under
field conditions.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Design

Poplar cuttings and black locust seedlings were planted at two ecologically different
study sites near Goettingen, Germany, in April 2014 to test for differences in the growth
performance of eight commercially used poplar clones in monoculture and in mixture
with black locust, representing three provenances (Table 1). The first study site, Reinshof
(51.484◦ N/9.923◦ E), has young fertile soil of Gleyic Fluvisol type with high water storage
capacity of available water for plants (21% clay, 11% sand and 68% silt; according to the FAO
classification). The second site, Deppoldshausen (51.581◦ N/9.967◦ E), is characterized by
shallow (<60 cm deep) and stony soil with low ability to hold water of Calcaric Leptosol type
(34% clay, 2% sand and 55% silt, according to the FAO classification). According to the field
evaluation index [57], Reinshof was classified as a “fertile” site with values ranging from 81
to 89 and Deppoldshausen as a “poor” site with values from 38 to 48 (NIBIS® Kartenserver
2014). Both sites have been used as arable farmland for many decades. Farming included
conventional cropping with arable crops such as sugar beet, winter wheat and winter
barley in Reinshof and winter oilseed rape and winter wheat in Deppoldshausen. In
2017, Reinshof had higher total nitrogen content (2.1 ± 0.4 mg g−1 dry soil, p < 0.001)
than Deppoldshausen (1.6 ± 0.2 mg g−1 dry soil). Mixtures had higher concentrations
of inorganic nitrate in soil solution than monocultures [31]. Weather data between 2014
and 2018 were obtained from the DWD Climate Data Center (1 April 2014–30 June 2015,
https://www.dwd.de/DE/leistungen/cdcftp/cdcftp.html?nn=17626, accessed on 18 April
2020) and for both study sites from on-site stations providing daily measurements (from
July 2015, Adolf Thies GmbH & Co. KG, Goettingen, Germany) (Table S1). Volumetric
water content was measured continuously (one measurement every 10 min) with soil
moisture sensor Trime-Pico 32 (from July 2015, Adolf Thies GmbH and Co. KG, Goettingen,
Germany) inserted 10 cm into the soil at both study sites. Sensors were placed in the central
buffer areas of the experimental plots.

Table 1. Poplar clones and black locust provenances used in the study.

Name Abbreviation Species or Hybrid

Poplar clones

AF2 P1 Populus deltoides × P. nigra
Fritzi Pauley P2 P. trichocarpa
Hybride 275 P3 P. maximowiczii× P. trichocarpa

I214 P4 P. deltoides × P. nigra
Matrix 11 P5 P. maximowiczii× P. trichocarpa
Matrix 49 P6 P. maximowiczii× P. trichocarpa

Max 1 P7 P. nigra × P. maximowiczii
Muhle Larsen P8 P. trichocarpa

Black locust provenances

HGK 81901, Germany R1 Robinia pseudoacacia
HGK 81902, Germany R2 R. pseudoacacia

Nagybudmry, Hungary R3 R. pseudoacacia

At both study sites four blocks (replications) were established. The design of the four
blocks was exactly replicated at each site. One block consisted of 40 plots (8 rows × 5 columns).
The area of one plot was 5 m × 5 m (1 m × 1 m spacing between trees), with 25 trees per
plot in total. In each row, one out of the eight poplar clones was planted in a pure plot and in
three plots, each mixed with one of the three black locust provenances. One of the plots in
each row represented a pure black locust provenance. Each of the four blocks (repetitions)
at one site consisted of the same 40 plots with a random distribution within and between
the rows. The black locust provenances “HKG81901” (R1) and “HKG81902” (R2) showed
no significant differences in their growth performance [28], so they were handled as one

https://www.dwd.de/DE/leistungen/cdcftp/cdcftp.html?nn=17626
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provenance throughout the whole experiment. All plots (mixed and pure) planted with the
black locust provenance “Nagybudmry” were excluded from the final analysis due to low
quality of the nurslings and consequently high tree mortality in this provenance (>50%) right
after planting.

2.2. Stem Volume Measurements

Height and root collar diameter were measured for each tree in dormancy at the field
once every year. Height was measured using a measuring pole for bigger trees and a ruler
for smaller (<200 cm) trees. Root collar diameter was measured at 3 cm above ground using
a digital caliper. Röhle et al. [58] stated that there is a linear correlation between root collar
diameter and diameter at breast height (DBH). For this reason and for higher consistency
of measurements we continued root collar diameter measurements throughout the whole
experiment [59]. Stem volume was estimated using a simplified equation, V = D2H, which
very well approximates wood biomass [60], where D and H are root collar diameter and
height, respectively. The poplar trees sampled in August 2017 for RNA-seq were removed
from the stand. In March 2018, trees of black locust provenance R1 were clipped in the
same mixed stands, leaving ~30 cm tall stumps to reduce competition effects of black locust
on poplar trees. Within two months, newly grown shoots reached the height of poplar
trees but did not overgrow them. These plots were opened from above and received more
sunlight, in contrast to 2017 and other plots where Robinia trees were not cut. An additional
problem was the strong damage of poplar leaves by black locust thorns on newly grown
shoots. Taking into account these changes in the plots, we used the plots with the black
locust provenance R2 as intact reference plots demonstrating advanced continuous growth
of black locust and its competition pressure on poplar. R1 data were excluded from the
stem volume measurements, and only R2 provenance data are presented here. For practical
reasons, we did not measure height for all black locust trees in 2018. Instead, we measured
the height (H) of 29 sampled trees, covering the whole range of root collar diameter (D), and
for the other trees the height was inferred using the following function H = a ln(D)− b
(R2 = 0.82), where a and b are fitted coefficients with the values 188.74 and 299.63, respec-
tively, calculated from the trees with the measured height and root collar diameter using
Microsoft Excel 2019 (Version 16.34 for Mac).

Statistical analysis was performed using R software version 3.5.1 [61]. Stem volume
of the trees was calculated for single trees. All data compared were normally distributed.
First, we compared the variances between stand types by using Fisher’s F test. In the case
of lack of significance, we used ANOVA with post hoc Tukey test to compare the differences
between the stand types. If the variances were significantly different, we applied the Welch
test [29].

2.3. Sampling for Transcriptome Studies

Clone “Max 1” (P7, P. nigra × P. maximowiczii), which shows a very good growth
performance [29] was selected for the transcriptome experiments in 2017 and 2018 (4th and
5th growing year, respectively). Only stands with Robinia R1 were selected. Fresh mature
leaves from the middle part of a tree were collected in August and immediately frozen
in the field in liquid nitrogen and stored at −60 ◦C until RNA extraction. Samples were
collected from one clonal tree per plot in pure and mixed stands in all four repetitions, and
both study sites, resulting in 16 samples for 2017 and 2018.

2.4. RNA Extraction

Total mRNA was extracted from 16 deeply frozen poplar leaf samples (1 clone × 2 types
of stands (pure and mixed) × 2 sites × 4 samples (one sample from each block)) using a
modified TRIzol protocol [62]. Quality of RNA samples was tested with NanoDrop 2000
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis with
1× TAE running buffer. The extracted RNA was stored for further RNA-seq and gene
expression validation using quantitative real-time reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). In
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total, 16 samples (4 samples per type of stand and site) for 2017 and 12 samples (3 samples per
type of stand and site) for 2018 were prepared in this study.

2.5. RNA Sequencing

RNA-seq was performed in the NGS Integrative Genomics Core Unit (NIG), a central
research service facility at the University Medical Center Goettingen (UMG). Quality
and integrity of RNA was assessed with the Fragment Analyzer instrument (Advanced
Analytical, Ankeny, IA, USA) by using the standard sensitivity RNA Analysis Kit DNF-471
(Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). RNA-seq libraries were prepared using
the TruSeq RNA Library Preparation Kit from Illumina (New England BioLabs, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany). Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA), which produced read lengths of 100 bp for 2017 and 50 bp for
2018 samples.

Shortening of 100 bp reads to 50 bp and processing of raw sequence data were
performed with fastq [63] using default parameters. The processed sequences were
mapped against the transcriptome of P. trichocarpa ([36]; version 3.1, downloaded from
https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html, accessed on 27 November 2019) using
Bowtie 2 [64]. Bowtie mapping files were summarized to count tables of the gene models
in R [61]. RNA-seq data have been deposited in the ArrayExpress database at EMBL-EBI
under accession numbers E-MTAB-9040 (2017) and E-MTAB-9039 (2018).

2.6. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA based on gene expression data (number of annotated RNA transcripts) was
conducted for each year of the study to monitor the overall transcriptome changes in pure
vs. mixed stands. PCA was performed using the prcomp function in the stats R package [61].
PCA results were visualized using the ggbiplot function in the ggbiplot R package [65].

2.7. Identification of Differently Expressed Genes (DEGs) and Sequence Annotation

DEGs were identified using the DESeq2 R package [66] in comparisons between pure
and mixed stands within a study site, total comparison of pure and mixed stands, and
total comparison between study sites at a false discovery rate threshold (FDR) < 0.05 [67].
The Populus gene sequence matches for the DEGs and gene ontology (GO) terms [68] were
obtained from Phytozome 12.1 and the NCBI GenBank databases [69]. The BLAST2GO
software was used for annotation of DEGs and GO enrichment analysis with Fisher’s exact
test [70]. Among significantly “enriched” (overrepresented) GO terms only DEGs with
FDR < 0.05 were finally considered.

2.8. Quantitative Real-Time Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)

qRT-PCR was performed to verify differences in gene expression levels between pure
and mixed stands in Reinshof and Deppoldshausen using 12 individual tree samples from
2018 (three samples per type of stand and study site). cDNA synthesis was performed using
500 ng RNA and the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) and Oligo(dT)20 primer. Three biological and three technical replicates
and one housekeeping gene were amplified with a TOptical Gradient 96 Real-Time PCR
Thermocycler (Biometra, Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany). Actin 2 was chosen as a refer-
ence housekeeping gene (forward primer: 5′-CCCATTGAGCACGGTATTGT-3′, reverse
primer: 5′-TACGACCACTGGCATACAGG-3′; [71].

Eight genes showing strong differences in the expression rates between pure and
mixed stands for both study sites and in total between Reinshof and Deppoldshausen in
2018 were selected for validation (Table S2). Gene specific primers were designed using
Primer-BLAST [72]. Primers were checked for self-complementarity using Oligo Calc
3.27 [73].

The qRT-PCR mix included 4 µL of HPCL-grade H2O, 10 µL of innuMIX qPCR
DSGreen Standard (Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany), 2.5 µL of forward and reverse

https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html
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primers (5 pmol/µL) and 1 µL of diluted cDNA (1:10). The PCR program was run with
the following steps: pre-incubation for 3 min at 95 ◦C, 45 cycles of amplification with
5 s at 95 ◦C, 5 s at 58 ◦C and 15 s at 72 ◦C per cycle. Primer efficiencies for the analyzed
genes were evaluated by dilution series. Relative gene expression was calculated with the
2−∆∆C(T) method [74].

3. Results
3.1. Weather Data

According to the measurement during the vegetation periods (April–October from
2015 to 2018), the Deppoldshausen growing site was cooler and drier than the Reinshof
site (Table S1). DWD weather data show that April 2014, when trees were planted, was
unusually warm (11.4 ◦C) and dry (22.9 mm). Large differences between weather conditions
were observed in 2017 and 2018 for this period. In Deppoldshausen, mean monthly
temperature during the vegetation period differed by 2.3 ◦C (13.4 ◦C vs. 15.7 ◦C) and
precipitation by a factor of three (84.9 vs. 28.6 mm) between the years. In Reinshof, mean
monthly temperatures differed by 1.4 ◦C (14.3 ◦C vs. 15.7 ◦C) and precipitation by a factor
of three (84.6 vs. 24.8 mm) between the years. The very wet year 2017 was followed by the
very hot and dry year 2018.

Low amounts of precipitation in 2018 caused a strong decrease in soil moisture in
comparison to 2017. In Deppoldshausen, mean soil moisture differed by 62.4% (19.4 vs.
12.1%) between the years. In Reinshof, mean soil moisture differed by 61.5% (16.1 vs. 9.9%)
between the years (Table S1).

3.2. Stem Volume Measurements

Tree growth in Reinshof was much more advanced than in Deppoldshausen (Figure 1
and Table 2). In 2017, the average of poplar’s stem volume in Reinshof was more than
6.5 times higher than in Deppoldshausen (10,129 vs. 1546 cm3). A less drastic difference, but
still highly significant, was observed for black locust. The average of Robinia’s stem volume
in 2017 was 1.6 times higher in Reinshof than in Deppoldshausen (43,487 vs. 27,658 cm3).
In 2018 the difference in growth performance between the sites became even higher for
poplar (Figure 1 and Table 2). Poplar trees in Reinshof had on average a 9.3 times larger
stem volume than poplar trees in Deppoldshausen (36,363 vs. 3897 cm3). Black locusts’
growth performance, in contrast, maintained the same levels as in 2017—1.7 times higher
in Reinshof than in Deppoldshausen (66,923 vs. 38,306 cm3).

There were no significant differences in stem volume between black locust trees
growing in pure stands and mixtures (Table 2). Poplars showed a significantly different
mean stem volume per tree in stand types only in Deppoldshausen in 2018. Poplars’ mean
stem volume was twice as high in pure stands than in mixtures (Figure 1 and Table 2)
and strongly progressed from 2017 to 2018 with much higher increases in Reinshof than
in Deppoldshausen in both pure and mixed stands. Black locust stands also showed
continuous growth in both sites and stand types. Robinia’s mean stem volume was much
higher than poplars’ at both sites and stand types (Figure 1 and Table 2), ranging from
1.6 times in pure stands in Reinshof in 2018 to a 19 times higher average stem volume in
mixtures in Deppoldshausen in 2017 (Table 2).

3.3. RNA Sequencing Output and Sequence Annotation

The RNA-seq of the 16 poplar samples from 2017 resulted in 637,978,826 nucleotide
reads after quality trimming in total, ranging from 28,312,231 to 67,188,501 reads per indi-
vidual library (39,873,676.63 reads on average). In 2018, the sequencing of the 12 poplar sam-
ples resulted in 323,287,700 reads after quality trimming in total, ranging from 15,845,017
to 31,383,939 reads per individual library (26,940,641.67 reads on average). Mapping suc-
cess to the P. trichocarpa transcriptome varied from 41.4 to 74.8% (66.2% on average) for
2017 samples and from 40.4 to 73.4% (59.4% on average) for 2018 samples (Table S3).
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Figure 1. Stem volume (cm3 per tree) for Populus “Max 1” and Robinia pseudoacacia R2 in 2017 and
2018 in mixed and pure stands. Solid lines in the boxes represent the median, and the bottom and the
top of the box represent first and third quartile (interquartile range—IQR). Each whisker represents
1.5 IQR. Letters “a” and “b” indicate significant differences between the stand types for the given tree
species at significance level p < 0.05. The numbers on the vertical axes should be multiplied by 104.

Table 2. Mean tree stem volume (cm3) in 2017 and 2018 at Reinshof and Deppoldshausen.

Year Species
Reinshof Deppoldshausen

Mixed Pure p Mixed Pure p

2017
Populus “Max 1” 4924 5205 0.79 691 855 0.06

Robinia p. 23,009 20,478 0.44 13,127 14,531 0.49

2018
Populus “Max 1” 16,722 19,641 0.28 1292 2605 9.5 × 10−8

Robinia p. 35,564 31,359 0.77 18,337 19,969 0.59

3.4. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

A PCA of 2017 samples (Figure 2) showed stronger separation between pure and
mixed samples than between study sites. In 2018, a clear separation according to study site
was found, in contrast to the 2017 results (Figure 2).

3.5. DEGs between Study Sites and Pure and Mixed Stands

Comparisons of 2017 samples for DEGs according to type of stand and study site
were in accordance with PCA figures. There were 5764 DEGs in the total pure vs. mixed
(TPM) stands comparison across study sites with 3894 up- and 1870 downregulated genes
in mixed samples. No DEGs were observed in the total comparison of study sites (TSS,
Reinshof vs. Deppoldshausen). Comparisons of differences between pure and mixed
samples within each study site were also performed (Tables 3 and S4–S6). Among all genes,
the same 117 genes were upregulated and four genes were downregulated in both DPM
and RPM (Figure 3).
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Table 3. Number of the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in comparisons of total pure vs. mixed
stands (TPM), total study sites (TSS, Reinshof vs. Deppoldshausen), pure vs. mixed stands in Reinshof
(RPM) and in Deppoldshausen (DPM).

Year DEGs TPM a TSS RPM a DPM a

2017
Upregulated 3894 0 1418 238
Downregulated 1870 0 703 38

Total 5764 0 2121 276

2018
Upregulated 1155 1139 b 1654 0
Downregulated 75 1357 c 111 1

Total 1230 2496 1765 1
a Upregulated or downregulated in mixed samples, b upregulated in Deppoldshausen, c upregulated in Reinshof.
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Figure 3. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in upregulated (A) and downregulated (B) gene sets
for Reinshof (R) and Deppoldshausen (D) in response to mixed cropping in 2017 generated using the
online tool on http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn accessed on 18 April 2020. RPM
and DPM: pure vs. mixed stands in Reinshof and Deppoldshausen, respectively.

In 2018, comparisons of samples for DEGs according to type of stand and study site
were also in accordance with PCA figures. In total, 2496 DEGs were observed in TSS

http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn
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with 1139 and 1357 upregulated genes in Deppoldshausen and Reinshof, respectively.
There were 1230 DEGs in TPM with 1155 up- and 75 downregulated genes in mixed
samples. The results of comparisons between pure and mixed samples within each study
site were quite different from the results of 2017. In Deppoldshausen, no up- and only one
downregulated gene in mixed samples were detected. In Reinshof, 1765 DEGs with 1654 up-
and 111 downregulated genes in mixed samples were observed (Tables 3 and S7–S10).

Comparing 2017 and 2018 for overlapping genes between years, 100 DEGs were
revealed in TPM and 82 DEGs in RPM (Figure 4, Table S11). Most of the overlapping genes
demonstrated opposite expression profiles between years, but some DEGs showed the
same expression profile in mixed stands for both years: Nineteen upregulated genes in TPM
(with seven genes involved in response to stress or defense response), one downregulated
gene in TPM, and one gene in RPM. No overlapping DEGs were observed for DPM.
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Figure 4. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in upregulated (A) and downregulated (B) gene sets
for total comparison of stands in response to mixed cropping in 2017 and 2018 generated using the
online tool on http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn accessed on 18 April 2020. TPM:
total pure vs. mixed stands (all samples).

3.6. GO Term Enrichment Analysis

GO term enrichment analysis was performed to study the response of the poplar
transcriptome during 2017 and 2018 to the observed overgrowth and competition pressure
of black locust in mixtures in comparison to pure stands (field observation). We aimed
to reveal specific gene groups, which could indicate a response to competition and en-
vironmental conditions. In addition, changes in the poplar transcriptome caused by the
clipping of R1 Robinia in mixed stands were observed. The analyses were performed for
genes overrepresented in the “biological process” GO category, for up- and downregulated
genes separately and for all comparisons—TPM, DPM, RPM, and TSS.

3.6.1. 2017 Samples

From the results of GO term enrichment analysis several gene groups were selected
that demonstrate the influence of black locust on the performance of poplar in mixed
stands (TPM) and differences between the study sites (DPM and RPM) (Table 4). In
the TPM downregulated gene set in mixed stands gene groups such as “photosynthesis”
and “generation of precursor metabolites and energy” were enriched, which also had the
highest significance according to the FDR values. These two groups were also present in
DPM. Various biosynthetic processes gene groups (pigments, lipids, organophosphates,
polysaccharides) were enriched in the downregulated data set in TPM and DPM, too
(Tables 4, S12 and S14). No enriched gene groups were detected in the downregulated gene
set in mixed stands in Reinshof.

http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn
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Table 4. Common GO term enrichment groups with the number of overrepresented genes in com-
parisons of total pure vs. mixed stands (TPM), total study sites (TSS) in Deppoldshausen (TSS-D) or
Reinshof (TSS-R), pure vs. mixed stands in Reinshof (RPM) and in Deppoldshausen (DPM) for down-
and upregulated gene sets in 2017 and 2018.

GO Term
TPM DPM RPM TSS-D TSS-R

2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2018 2018

Downregulated
photosynthesis (GO: 0015979) 176 - 13 - - - - -
generation of precursor metabolites and energy
(GO: 0006091) 205 - 13 - - - - -

pigment biosynthetic process (GO: 0046148) 77 - - - - - - -
Upregulated

response to stress (GO: 0006950) 927 - 72 - 368 - 270 317
response to wounding (GO: 0009611) 103 - 14 - 55 50 - -
response to starvation (GO: 0042594) 99 - 15 - - - - -
response to water deprivation (GO: 0009414) 116 - - - 59 - 54 -
response to biotic stimulus (GO: 0009607) 459 - 39 - 170 - - 185
response to fungus (GO: 0009620) 140 - - - 64 - - -
response to bacterium (GO: 0009617) 146 - - - 65 - - 85
hormone metabolic process (GO:0042445) 210 - 9 - 86 - - -
leaf senescence (GO:0010150) 32 - - - 15 - - -
shade avoidance (GO: 0009641) 10 - - - 6 - - 8
photosynthesis (GO: 0015979) - - - - - - 43 -
NADPH regeneration (GO: 0006740) - - - - - - 27 -
response to heat (GO: 0009408) - - - - - - 92 -
pigment biosynthetic process (GO: 0046148) - - - - - - 36 -
pigment accumulation (GO: 0043476) - - - - - 31 - 15
hormone metabolic process (GO: 0042445) - - - - - - - 103
response to auxin (GO: 0009733) - 37 - - - 48 - 43
hormone transport (GO: 0009914) - 26 - - - 36 - -
shade avoidance (GO: 0009641) - - - - - - - 8
nitrate transport (GO: 0015706) - 21 - - - 26 - -
plant organ development (GO: 0099402) - 105 - - - 149 - 134
cell wall organization or biogenesis
(GO: 0071554) - 93 - - - 164 - -

cell growth (GO: 0016049) - 59 - - - 92 - -

In TPM, DPM and RPM, “response to stress” with the subgroup “response to wound-
ing”, “response to biotic stimulus” and “hormone metabolic process” groups were enriched
in the upregulated gene set in mixed stands (Tables S13, S15 and S16). The subgroup
“response to starvation” was overrepresented in TPM and DPM. In TPM and RPM “leaf
senescence”, “shade avoidance” and the subgroups “response to water deprivation”, “re-
sponse to fungus” and “response to bacterium” were enriched.

3.6.2. 2018 Samples

According to the PCA and the gene expression data, the separation between study
sites became stronger in 2018, and these data were used in the GO term enrichment analysis
(TSS). In general, the results of the 2018 analysis differed strongly from the 2017 data.
Partly different GO term groups were enriched in three comparisons (TSS, TPM and RPM)
and far fewer overlapping groups were observed (Table 4). The groups “photosynthesis”
and “NADPH regeneration” (belong to “generation of precursor metabolites and energy”
GO term), in contrast to 2017, were not enriched in TPM at all, but upregulated and
enriched in Deppoldshausen (TSS-D). The group “response to wounding” was enriched
only in RPM, and “shade avoidance” was present only in TSS-R. Hormone-involved
groups, in some form, were present in all comparisons except TSS-D similar to 2017 data.
New gene groups in the 2018 enrichment analysis were “nitrate transport”, and many
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growth and developmental processes involved groups which appeared in TPM and RPM
(Tables 4 and S17–S21). Various gene groups involved in biosynthetic processes were
present in RTM, too. In TSS, both study sites showed different sets of enriched gene
groups, overlapping only by “response to stress” and pigment-involved processes, but
different genes were included in the “response to stress” group in TSS-R and TSS-D. Poplar
plants in Deppoldshausen (TSS-D) demonstrated signs of abiotic stress with “response to
heat” and “response to water deprivation” gene groups, while trees in Reinshof (TSS-R)
were apparently more affected by biotic stress with a high number of genes involved in
“response to biotic stimulus”. Various biosynthetic process gene groups (lipids, chlorophyll,
organophosphates and polysaccharides) were additionally enriched in the upregulated
data in TSS-D (Tables S17–S21). Unlike TSS-D, various gene groups involved in growth
and development processes (anatomical structure morphogenesis, tissue development and
cell maturation) were enriched in TSS-R.

3.7. Quantitative Real-Time Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)

Eight genes showing differences in expression in RPM, DPM and TSS were selected
for qRT-PCR to validate the RNA-seq data. The qRT-PCR results confirmed expression
profiles for all genes (Table S22).

4. Discussion

The results of observations during the first three years (2014–2016) of stands’ estab-
lishment showed that Robinia was growing continuously faster than Populus in both mixed
and pure stands. Black locust growth was significantly higher in the mixture than in the
monoculture in the first three years. The poplars did not show any significant differences
in growth between pure stands and mixtures during the first year, but in the next two years
a significantly higher mean stem volume was measured in mixed stands, and starting from
the fourth year (2017), the opposite trend with lower mean stem volume in mixtures was
registered [29]. In the study of Marron et al. [27] partly different effects were observed.
According to their observations, after continuous growth of poplars in the mixed and the
pure stands, starting from the third growth year the black locusts stagnated, and tree height
in the mixed stands was lower than in the pure one. The faster growth of black locust
can partly be explained by the hot and dry weather conditions during planting (April
2014), which black locust can tolerate better than water-dependent poplar [75]. Under these
conditions, most probably, rooted seedlings of black locust also had an advantage over
poplar cuttings, facilitating the establishment of Robinia trees. The results of transcriptome
analysis obtained in our study in May 2016 [76] were similar with the obtained results based
on poplar growth performance in 2016 [29]. However, according to our data, differences
between study sites were stronger than between pure and mixed stands, showing that
at the start of the vegetation period in 2016 black locust did not influence poplar plants
strongly. Nevertheless, towards the end of the vegetation period in 2016, an increasing
competition pressure of Robinia on Populus trees became clearly visible [29]. We assume
that first signs of interspecific competition could have become detectable at this time at the
gene level, too. Therefore, it was decided that future sampling for transcriptome studies in
the second half of the vegetation period would be performed.

4.1. Stem Volume Measurements

The more rapid growth of Robinia in comparison to Populus continued in 2017–2018.
Robinia maintained faster growth regardless of site and stand type (Figure 1 and Table 2).
A higher amount of precipitation during the vegetation season in 2017 in comparison to
the same period in 2016 (80 mm vs. 50 mm, respectively, for both study sites; Table S1)
might have additionally facilitated the growth of black locust, and being a drought-resistant
species [32,33], Robinia was easily able to tolerate drought conditions during the vegetation
season in 2018 (a reduction in precipitation amount from 80 mm in 2017 to less than 30 mm
in 2018). Mean stem volume of poplars also increased in 2017 and 2018 at both study sites
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and stands. This also might be an effect of higher water availability in 2017. We did not
find any significant differences between pure and mixed stands in the stem volume data
for either species during either year or towards the end of 2018, except for a significantly
higher stem volume measured in pure poplar stands in Deppoldshausen in 2018, which
might be explained by a weaker growth of black locust in the surrounding blocks and less
shading effects.

Our results confirm the importance of appropriate site selection for the establishment
of mixed plantations, which has already been pointed out in several studies [8,77,78]. We
observed large differences between growth performance of poplar trees in Reinshof and
Deppoldshausen in 2017 and 2018 (six and nine times, respectively), and at the same time,
relatively stable and less pronounced differences in black locust growth for both sites and
years (Table 2). In addition, black locust growth was much more advanced in comparison
to poplar growth in Deppoldshausen (in both mixture and pure stands) than in Reinshof
(for example, mean stem volume of Robinia was 19 times higher than poplar in the mixture
in 2017 in Deppoldshausen vs. 4.7 times in Reinshof). The significantly advanced growth
of black locust in Deppoldshausen is a result of its high tolerance to poor soil conditions
(leptosols soil type) in comparison to poplar [79].

The proportion of trees in the mixture also plays an important role in the stand
performance [22,24,77,78]. Although working with the same species (Populus alba and
Robinia pseudoacacia), Rédei et al. [22] showed maximum growth for a mixture composed of
about 50% of each species, and Oliveira et al. [24] observed increased yield for the mixture
with 25% of black locust. In our experiment with 50% of each species and better starting
growth conditions, black locust developed strong competition pressure on poplar trees [30].

4.2. PCA and DEG Analyses

The PCA results based on the transcriptome sequencing data of poplar samples in 2017
and 2018 showed a similar pattern as the results for growth performance of poplar. In 2017,
stronger differences in gene expression between pure and mixed stands were observed
according to the PCA results as compared to 2016, which could reflect the competition
pressure of black locust to poplars at the gene expression level (e.g., downregulation of
photosynthesis and upregulation of shade avoidance genes). At the same time, the mean
stem volume of 2017 showed no significant differences between pure and mixed stands but
large differences between the study sites (Table 2). Opposite to the 2017 results, the PCA
demonstrated complete separation between Reinshof and Deppoldshausen samples in
2018. This corresponded with the mean stem volume in 2018 and gene expression patterns
in 2016 where differences between both study sites were much stronger than those between
pure and mixed stands. In summary, over three years we observed the changing effects of
competition with black locust and study site effects on poplar gene expression patterns,
discovering the following trends: 2016—weak competition effects and influence of study
sites in still-establishing stands, 2017—stronger competition effects due to the advanced
growth of black locust and 2018—stronger influence of study sites after removing black
locust and reducing competition.

The clustering of samples in the PCA plot was mirrored by DEG numbers in DESeq
analysis (Table 3). In 2017 the highest number of DEGs was detected between pure and
mixed stands (TPM), and no DEGs were found between study sites (TSS). In separate
comparisons for each study site, a much higher number of DEGs was revealed between
pure and mixed stands in Reinshof than in Deppoldshausen. In 2018, we observed a two
times higher number of DEGs between study sites (TSS) than between pure and mixed
stands (TPM). The study site analysis revealed a high number of DEGs in RPM but only
one DEG in DPM. A small number of DEGs overlapped between the years in TPM and
RPM, but most of them had opposite expression profiles (Table S11). In Arabidopsis [80]
and Oryza [81] it was shown that the same genes can be up- or downregulated depending
on stress conditions or stress type. Few stress-response genes in TPM were found to be
upregulated in mixed stands in both years—including defense response to bacterium and
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fungus (six genes) and response to drought (one gene)—showing that these stress factors
had a continuous influence. In total, the DEG results also indicate a stronger influence
of the study site on the total stand performance in 2018. It seems that response of trees
was more uniform in Deppoldshausen with its harsher growing conditions, in contrast to
Reinshof where we observed higher individual tree variation.

4.3. GO Term Enrichment
4.3.1. 2017 Samples

Obvious dominance of Robinia over Populus from the end of 2016 and through the
2017 vegetation season affected the transcriptome response of poplar trees in mixtures in
comparison to pure stands (Tables 4 and S12–S16). Different environmental conditions at
the growing sites additionally promoted them. Genes involved in photosynthesis and gen-
eration of metabolites and energy were overrepresented among the downregulated genes in
mixed stands in TPM and DPM. Cohen and Leach [81] clearly showed in their comparative
study of core transcriptome responses in rice that the downregulation of photosynthesis is
a universal response to any type of stress. Generation of metabolites and energy is directly
connected with photosynthesis. Both of these processes influence further metabolic pro-
cesses, which was also reflected in our data by the downregulation of gene groups involved
in biosynthesis of lipids (GO: 0008610), pigments (GO: 0046148), organophosphates (GO:
0090407, GO: 0034654) and polysaccharides (GO: 0000271) (Tables 4, S12 and S14). At the
same time, shade avoidance genes were enriched in the upregulated gene set in TPM and
RPM. Shade avoidance syndrome (SAS) is a complex reaction of plants to competition for
light with neighboring vegetation [82,83]. SAS promotes excessive growth and elongation
of plant organs [84] that can affect stem sturdiness and reduce the yield. Differences be-
tween study sites for photosynthesis and shade avoidance genes can possibly be explained
by the intensity of black locust growth in mixtures. The mean stem volume of Robinia was
up to 19 times higher than that of Populus in Deppoldshausen. This difference was also
observed in Reinshof but with less impact (4.7 times higher mean stem volume for Robinia
in comparison with Populus) (Table 2). While poplar trees in Reinshof were still able to re-
spond with “shade avoidance” mechanisms, the trees in Deppoldshausen were completely
overtopped by black locust, and their photosynthesis and biosynthesis processes were
massively downregulated. In response to mixture and study site similar groups of genes
were enriched such as “response to stress” and “response to biotic stimulus” indicating high
abiotic and biotic stress on the poplar plants caused by environmental stressors in addition
to Robinia competition pressure. However, stress subgroup distribution between the study
sites was quite different. Only the “response to wounding” subgroup was represented in
both gene sets, probably as a result of the wounding of poplar leaves by black locust thorns
and damage through other pests. Poor soil conditions could be a reason for overrepresented
upregulated “response to starvation” genes in DPM. Higher temperature and lower soil
moisture, in comparison to Deppoldshausen, might be responsible for the upregulation
of “response to water deprivation” genes in RPM. The upregulation of response genes
to a biotic stimulus, including fungus and bacterium response genes, indicates that the
Reinshof mixed stands were more affected by biotic stress than those at Deppoldshausen.
The Deppoldshausen study site is surrounded by forests and the Reinshof study site by
extensive agricultural fields that might facilitate pests’ spreading. Many studies also
demonstrated an influence of low light availability on abiotic and biotic stress response
in plants, which, in most of the cases, increases negative effects on plant growth (see for
review Courbier and Pierik [85]). It can be especially problematic in conditions of high
plant density, such as agricultural propagation, if SAS and other stress factors are combined.
Together with the upregulation of stress-response genes we observed an enrichment for
hormone-involved genes in mixed stands in all comparisons. Plant disease resistance and
stress response are complex, multicomponent systems regulated by a complex network
of defense signaling pathways including plant hormones [86]. The upregulation of genes
controlling phytohormone metabolism and responsive pathways also belongs to the core
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transcriptome reactions to any type of stress [81]. Leaf senescence is a part of the plant
life cycle, a preceding stage before the end of the vegetation period. However, it can also
occur as a response to stress conditions and helps the tree redistribute available nutrient
resources, allowing the plant to survive [87]. Drought is one of the most well-studied stress
factors provoking early leaf senescence [88]. Therefore, enrichment for “leaf senescence”
genes might be directly connected to the observed upregulation of the “response to water
deprivation” gene group.

4.3.2. 2018 Samples

We can only speculate that further development of transcriptome responses in stands
in 2018 would continue approximately in the same direction as growth development of
the R2 reference stands—with growing competition pressure from black locust on poplar
and increasing differences in poplar growth between both study sites. With clipping R1
trees in an attempt to reduce competition pressure and, possibly, stimulate the growth of
poplar trees in mixtures, we could observe changes in the gene expression profile in 2018.
Although clipped Robinia quickly developed new shoots reaching the size of poplar trees,
they did not overgrow them. The poplar trees were exposed to more light than in 2017.
Extreme weather conditions in summer 2018 (heat and drought) enhanced even more the
differentiation between study sites. While in 2017 mean stem volume of poplar in mixed
stands in Reinshof was 7 times higher than in Deppoldshausen, in 2018 the difference was
13 times higher (Table 2). Enrichment of “photosynthesis” and “NADPH regeneration”
groups in the upregulated gene set in TSS-D might be a reaction to higher light availability
and compensation of photosynthesis downregulation in 2017. “Shade avoidance” genes
appeared in Reinshof in 2018 possibly as a result of black locust resprouting. The mean
stem volume difference between Robinia and Populus was 14.2 times in Deppoldshausen
vs. 2 times in Reinshof in 2018. With higher light availability in both study sites pigment-
involved genes were upregulated. At both study sites, as in 2017, “response to stress”
genes were also overrepresented. As a cooler study site, Deppoldshausen demonstrated a
stronger response to heat and—in contrast to 2017—to a drought that was possibly caused
by the lower amount of precipitation it received than in Reinshof in August 2018. Similar
to 2017, Reinshof stands were more affected by biotic stress and showed the upregulation
of phytohormone metabolic processes. Auxin is one of the most important plant hormones
involved in the growth and development of plant organs. So, simultaneous enrichment
for “response to auxin” and “plant organ development” can be expected. Better total
growing conditions in Reinshof resulted in overexpression of involved genes, in contrast
to Deppoldshausen.

Changed light and weather conditions also influenced differentiation between pure
and mixed stands. Trees from mixed stands demonstrated very different (more diffuse,
especially in Reinshof samples) individual gene expression profiles than in 2017. There
were no differences in gene expression between pure and mixed stands in Deppoldshausen.
It is possible that better light conditions promoted the growth of trees in mixed stands
at least to the level of pure stands and upregulation of “photosynthesis” and “NADPH
regeneration” gene groups observed in TSS-D, before negative effects of weather conditions
accumulated. So, differences in gene expression in TPM and RPM were mostly influenced
by Reinshof samples and clearly seen in the strong overlapping of enriched gene groups
in both comparisons. Better light conditions promoted the growth of poplar in mixed
stands (upregulation of “plant organ development” gene group in TPM). A combined
positive effect of light availability and fertile soil in Reinshof explains the upregulation
of this gene group in RPM and TSS-R. This suggestion is additionally supported by the
enrichment of upregulated genes in groups of hormone-involved genes, “nitrate transport”,
“cell wall organization or biogenesis” and “cell growth” in mixed stands. Noteworthily, in
poplar stems in this experiment, N metabolism was also induced [31]. Similar to 2017, the
“response to wounding” gene group is still overrepresented in RPM, indicating continuous
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damage by black locust thorns and pests reflected in the upregulation of “response to biotic
stimulus” genes in TSS-R.

In our study, strong interspecific competition, unfavorable climate and contrasting soil
conditions resulted in the worse growth performance of poplar than black locust in both
pure and mixed types of stands. The leaf transcriptome analysis of poplar samples from
pure and mixed stands allowed us to observe environmental and competition influences at
the gene expression level.

5. Conclusions

Adverse climate conditions during the planting most likely induced interspecific
competition between black locust and poplar trees in the first years of stands’ development,
which the poplars were not able to overcome until 2018. Unfavorable climate conditions in
later years worsened the situation. Large differences in performance between study sites
for poplar and black locust again highlighted the importance of optimal growing conditions
for both partner species. At the marginal site, the growth performance of the mixture was
the same as the black locust in the monoculture. The results of leaf transcriptome analyses
correspond well with the field observations. The influence of study site conditions, effects
from the black locust competition pressure in 2017 and higher light availability for poplars
in 2018 were reflected in gene expression levels. Changes in growing conditions produced
differing expression patterns between the years, which were also detectable under field
conditions. Further investigations are required to discover the mechanisms and to develop
stand designs that could increase the success and productivity of mixed plantations.
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